NPN classification of Boolean functions is a powerful technique used in many logic synthesis and technology mapping tools in both standard cell and FPGA design flows. Computing the canonical form is the most common approach of Boolean function classification. This article proposes two different hybrid NPN canonical forms and a new algorithm to compute them. By exploiting symmetries under different phase assignment as well as higher-order symmetries, the search space of NPN canonical form computation is pruned and the runtime is dramatically reduced. Nevertheless, the runtime for some difficult functions remains high. Fast heuristic method can be used for such functions to compute semi-canonical forms in a reasonable time. The proposed algorithm can be adjusted to be a slow exact algorithm or a fast heuristic algorithm with lower quality. For exact NPN classification, the proposed algorithm is 40× faster than state-of-the-art. For heuristic classification, the proposed algorithm has similar performance as state-of-the-art with a possibility to trade runtime for quality.
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large number of practical functions can be precomputed and stored in a library. With Boolean function classification, only one function in each equivalence class needs to be in the library, resulting in a dramatic reduction of the library size [2, 4] .
In technology mapping, NPN classes of functions that can be matched against a programmable cell are pre-computed and stored in a hash table to allow for a quick constant-time check whether a function is realizable using the given cell. Several recent studies are based on this approach [8, 9] .
In these applications, the speed of NPN classification determines the speed of the synthesis engine or the technology mapper. This is because library precomputation can be done offline, while NPN classification is done online during runtime. Similarly, if the quality of NPN classification is poor, then more precomputation has to be done and the resulting library takes more memory.
A common approach of NPN classification is to construct a canonical form for a Boolean function f, and use this canonical form as the representative of the equivalence class f belongs to. There are several NPN canonical forms, such as the function with the smallest truth-table representation [10, 11] , or with the smallest spectrum representation in the NPN equivalence class [12] [13] [14] .
Naïve computation of the canonical form requires exhaustive enumeration of all the possible transformations. For NPN classification of n input Boolean functions, 2 n +1 n! transformations should be enumerated. Various methods based on signatures [10, 11] and variable symmetry [10, 11, [13] [14] [15] [16] are used to reduce the computation cost. However, none of the methods works well for all functions. In some cases, a semi-canonical form can be used instead of the exact canonical form [15, 17] to get practical runtime.
The main contributions of this article are:
• An in-depth study of NPN classification as a theoretical guidance to define new signaturebased canonical forms, and to determine how the canonical form computation can be adapted for a given algorithm.
• Two different hybrid NPN canonical forms introduced by combining the truth table with different Boolean signatures. One of them is suitable for heuristic classification, and the other is suitable for exact classification.
• A new classification algorithm computes the preceding canonical forms efficiently for most Boolean functions by exploiting various symmetries of the functions.
• A heuristic method is introduced to classify rare difficult functions. By adjusting the exactto-heuristic ratio, the proposed algorithm trades runtime for the classification quality.
The proposed approach is the most general among the existing ones while also being the most practical. The proposed implementation in ABC [35] outperforms other methods in each category. In particular, the exact method is 40× faster than the best-known exact method, while the heuristic method has similar runtime but better quality and allows for a flexible quality/runtime tradeoff.
Compared to our previous work [18] , this article presents a clear definition of higher-order symmetry, which is consistent with the first-order symmetry definition and simplifies the implementation. A new hybrid canonical form is proposed, which is more efficient for difficult functions, and therefore brings significant speedup to exact classification.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews past work on NPN classification. Section 3 formally introduces the terminology. Section 4 defines the generalized variable symmetry. Section 5 defines the hybrid canonical forms. Section 6 describes the algorithm. Section 7 shows the results of the experimental evaluation, and Section 8 concludes the article.
RELATED WORK
The problems of Boolean function classification and Boolean matching have been studied since the1950s [12, 19] . Benini and Micheli [20] provide a survey of the main approaches and break them 7:3 down into three groups: canonical-form-based methods, signature-based methods, and spectral methods.
Canonical form is useful for both Boolean function classification and Boolean matching. Hinsberger et al. [21] introduce a canonical form as the function with the largest truth table in the NPN equivalence class and present a tree search method to compute the canonical form. Many improvements are proposed to efficiently compute the canonical form [11, 22] .
Naïve canonical form computation and pairwise Boolean matching require exhaustive enumeration of all the possible transformations. Various Boolean signatures can reduce the enumeration effort [11, 15, 20] . Boolean signature is a compact representation of a Boolean function that characterizes intrinsic properties of the function. Normally the signature is not a complete representation of the function, but it includes information needed to distinguish nonequivalent functions. Boolean signatures are used as filters in Boolean matching to filter out the unmatched functions in the cell library [23] . Some types of Boolean signatures can distinguish input variables of a function, which is useful to compute the canonical form [11] .
Spectra are special signatures based on matrix transformations, such as Hadamard [20] , Walsh [12, 24] , or Autocorrelation [25] transforms. The spectrum is a complete representation of a function, which can define a canonical form. Spectra are not efficient to use due to their exponential size. However, a partial spectrum can be used as a compact signature. Abdollahi and Pedram [13] define a canonical form using the satisfy count of the cofactors and propose a recursive algorithm to compute the defined canonical form. Agosta et al. [14] generalize Abdollahi's algorithm for different spectra, which shows that the satisfy count of the cofactors can be regarded as a spectrum.
Boolean function classification and Boolean matching algorithms based on Boolean satisfiability (SAT) technique have been proposed in recent years [26] [27] [28] . SAT-based methods can manipulate Boolean functions with hundreds or even thousands of input variables, but they are quite slow.
Symmetric relationship of variables is used in many Boolean function classifications and Boolean matching algorithms [11, 13, 15, 16] . Most of the existing methods only use classical symmetry without considering phase assignment. Kravets and Sakallah [31] group symmetric variables into a hierarchical structure. Symmetric relationship can be used to combine groups of variables to form higher-order symmetries. Huang et al. [15] use higher-order symmetric in their algorithm.
Yang et al. [2] classify millions of Boolean functions to create a library to store the synthesized circuit structures. Exact NPN classification is too costly for this purpose. Hence, they proposed a heuristic classification algorithm based on the three rules described in Section 5.2, which is a simplified version of Abdollahi's algorithm in Reference [13] . Huang et al. [15] have improved the classification algorithm by truth-table permutation and higher-order symmetry detection. Petkovska et al. [17] have further sped up the algorithm by reusing the intermediate results and presented a fast exact classification algorithm. These algorithms use truth tables to classify functions with up to 16 inputs. The original algorithm by Yang et al. [2] and both of its improvements are implemented in ABC [35] as command testnpn.
This article is an extension and generalization of the preceding classification works. It offers an in-depth review and correction of the previous methods and proposes a more efficient classification algorithm.
PRELIMINARIES

Boolean Function
This article deals with completely specified Boolean functions, f (X ) : B n → B, B = {0, 1}, where X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . x n ) is a bit vector of size n, x i ∈ B. When the input bit vector is considered as a binary number, whose value is m, the corresponding bit vector is denoted as X (m) . The truth table of function f is a bit vector of size 2 n , composed of the output value of the function:
A literalẋ is a variable x or its complementx. A cube is the Boolean conjunction of literals. A minterm is a cube with n literals. The satisfy count of a function, denoted as | f |, is the number of on-set minterms covered by f .
The cofactor of f with respect to a literalẋ, denoted as fẋ , is the function obtained by settinġ x to 1 in f . The cofactor of f with respect to cube c, denoted as f c , is the function obtained by setting all literals of the cube to 1.
NPN Equivalence
Definition 1. An NPN transformation on a Boolean function is a phase assignment, followed by a permutation of its input variables, followed by a polarity assignment of its output. Applying transformation τ to function f is denoted as f • τ .
For a Boolean function of n inputs, there are 2 n+1 n! distinct NPN transformations. We denote a transformation τ by a vector of literals to indicate the permutation and phases of the inputs and a z indicating the polarity of the output. For example, applying transformation τ = (
which replaces x 1 with x 2 , and x 2 with x 1 , respectively, while also negating the output. The NPN equivalence is an equivalence relation, which partitions all single-output Boolean functions into equivalence classes. The NPN equivalence class of a function f is denoted [f ] and is defined as the set of functions that are NPN equivalent to f , i.e., [f ] = {д | f ≡ д}.
As an example, for function f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = x 1 x 2 + x 3 , its NPN equivalence class contains 48 functions, such as x 1 x 3 + x 2 and x 2 x 3 + x 1 , with their corresponding NPN transformations (x 1 , x 3 , x 2 , z) and (x 2 , x 3 , x 1 ,z). There are in total 2 3+1 3! =96 different NPN transformations of 3 variable functions. Some transformations may produce the same function because of the variable symmetry; hence, the equivalence class contains much less functions than 96.
SYMMETRY RELATIONSHIP 4.1 First-Order Symmetries
Definition 3 (Variable Symmetry).
Two variables x i and x j are said to be symmetric in function f , which is denoted by x i ↔ x j , if f is invariant under an exchange of x i and x j , i.e., f (. . . , x i , . . . , x j , . . .) = f (. . . , x j , . . . , x i , . . .). This classical symmetry is called nonequivalentsymmetry (NE-symmetry). When considering the phase assignment, if f is invariant under an exchange of x i andx j , i.e., f (. . . , x i , . . . ,x j , . . .) = f (. . . ,x j , . . . , x i , . . .), then variables x i and x j are said to be equivalent-symmetric (E-symmetric), which is denoted by x i ↔x j . If x i and x j are simultaneously NE-and E-symmetric, then x i and x j are said to be multiform symmetric, which is
It can be shown using Boole's expansion theorem that variable symmetry is equivalent to the equality of the cofactor pair, i.e., x i ↔ x j if and only if fx i x j = f x ix j ; x i ↔x j if and only if f x i x j = fx ix j [29] . It's worth noting that the "equivalent" in the definition refers to the equivalent phase of the literals in the cofactor, but not the equivalent phase of the two symmetric variables. There are a number of efficient algorithms in the literature for symmetry detection [29, 30] .
By negating one symmetric variable of the function f , the E-symmetry is converted to NEsymmetry. Therefore, in the classification process, only NE-symmetry and multiform symmetry are considered. The multiform symmetry cannot be simply regarded as NE-symmetry and must be manipulated separately. Many existing classification methods [13, 15] neglected this difference.
The NE-symmetry and the multiform symmetry are both equivalence relations, while the Esymmetry is not. Hence, these equivalence relations can be used to partition the input variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . x n into equivalence classes.
Definition 4 (Symmetric Class).
When the variables in an equivalence class are NE-symmetric, this class is called an NE-symmetric class, which is denoted by [
When the variables in an equivalence class are multiform symmetric, this class is called a multiform symmetric class, which is denoted by
The phases of variables in NE-symmetric classes are determined, while the phases of variables in a multiform class are undetermined; an arbitrary phase can be chosen for these variables.
The following theorem is useful for manipulating the phase assignment of the multiform symmetric classes:
Theorem 1 indicates that, when negating an even number of the variables in a multiform symmetric class, the function is invariant. Only two different phase assignments of an m variable multiform symmetric class need to be considered, instead of the whole 2 m phase assignments.
Definition 5 (Negation of Symmetric Class
. . x i m is a multiform symmetric class, then the negation of C is the negation of one single variable in C, i.e.,
With this definition, a symmetric class can be permuted and negated like a single variable. This is the basis of defining higher-order symmetries.
Higher-Order Symmetries
The symmetric relation of two variables can be extended to two symmetric classes as a secondorder symmetry [31] .
Definition 6 (Second-order Symmetry). For two symmetric classes
. . x j m ) with the same size. If f is invariant under an exchange of C i and C j , i.e., f (. . . ,
, then C i and C j are said to be NE-symmetric, which is denoted by C i ↔ C j . If C i and C j have the same type, and f is invariant under an exchange of
when C i and C j are both multiform symmetric classes, then C i and C j are said to be E-symmetric, which is denoted by C i ↔C j . If C i and C j are simultaneously NE-and E-symmetric, then C i and C j are said to be multiform symmetric, which is denoted by
The second-order NE-symmetry and the second-order multiform symmetry are equivalence relations, while the second-order E-symmetry is not. By negating one symmetric class in the secondorder E-symmetry, the second-order E-symmetry is converted to a second-order NE-symmetry. As a result, in the classification process, only NE-symmetry and multiform symmetry are considered. They are both equivalence relations and can partition the first-order symmetric class into secondorder symmetric classes. Several first-order symmetric classes can be merged into a second-order symmetric class. The merge process can be operated recursively to generate higher-order symmetric classes.
For example, given a function 6 . The input variables can be divided into three symmetric classes: 4 ], and C 3 = x 5 , x 6 . Because C 1 ↔ C 2 , these two classes can be merged into a second-order symmetry class:
The definition of negation of symmetric class can be extended for higher-order symmetric
is a higher-order NE-symmetric class, then the negation of C H is the negation of each lower-order class in C H , i.e.,
is a higher-order multiform symmetric class, then the negation of C H is the negation of one single lower-order class in C H , i.e.,C H = C i 1 , C i 2 , . . . C i m . The negation process can be operated recursively down to input variables.
CANONICAL FORM 5.1 Signature-Based Canonical Form
The canonical form of a function f is a representative selected among functions of its NPN equivalence class [f ] based on some criterion. There are several different canonical forms defined in References [10, 13, 14, 32] . A more general definition follows: Definition 7. Let F n be the set of Boolean functions with n input variables. An NPN canonical form is a function that can be applied to Boolean functions and satisfies two conditions:
A Boolean signature of a function can be a scalar value or a vector of scalar value, which can be compared to each other. Furthermore, if the signature uniquely and completely specifies a function, then it defines an order of Boolean functions. A concrete canonical form can be defined by this order. Let the signature s be a one-to-one relationship between F n and a strict totally ordered codomain, such as a subset of integer or vector of integers. A strict total order can be defined on F n based on s:
. Any subset S of F n is strictly totally ordered, so it has a unique minimum element, denoted as min s (S). Therefore, the canonical form based on signature s can be defined as follows:
Definition 8 (Signature-based Canonical Form). Given a comparable signature s that uniquely and completely specifies a function, the canonical form of f based on s is the minimum element of [f ] based on the order defined by s, i.e., min
, it conforms to the two conditions of the canonical form in Definition 7.
Various signatures are used for computing a canonical form, such as the truth table [10, 11] , the satisfy count of cofactors [13, 14] , spectral coefficients [12, 14] , and specialized binary cost [32] . We use several signatures together to define hybrid canonical forms.
Cofactor Signature
The cofactor signature is composed of the satisfy count of the function and the satisfy counts of the cofactors. It is a well-known signature of Boolean functions, which is adopted in several classification algorithms [2, 11, 13, 15] . Reference [13] defines an NPN canonical form based on the cofactor signature. Several simple rules have been proposed to compute the NPN canonical form using cofactor signature [2, 13, 15] .
Rule 1 (The Output Polarity).
For a Boolean function f with n input variables, the polarity of the canonical form is determined by the satisfy count of f . If | f | < |f |, or equally | f | < 2 n−1 , then the polarity is positive; if | f | > |f |, or equally | f | > 2 n−1 , then the polarity is negative; if f is balanced, then the polarity is not determined.
Rule 2 (The Phase of Input Variables).
The phase of each input variable in the canonical form is determined by the satisfy count of the cofactor with respect to that variable
, then the phase of x i is negative; if x i is balanced, then the phase is not determined.
Rule 3 (The Ordering of Input Variables).
After the phases of input variables are assigned, their order is determined by the ascending order of the satisfy count of the cofactors with respect to each variable. Several truth-table-based NPN canonical form algorithms use these rules [2, 15] . However, these rules may not obtain the canonical form with the minimum truth table. Instead, they produce the function with the minimum signature vector composed of the satisfy count of the function and the satisfy counts of the cofactors with respect to each variable, i.e.,
This inspires a new canonical form combining the cofactor signatures and the truth table.
The above signature vector contains the 0th-order and the 1st-order cofactor signatures [13] . Higher-order cofactor signatures can be defined by the satisfy counts of the cofactors with respect to two or more variables, which is used in the canonical form in Abdollahi's approach [13] .
Sum of Squared Row Sums
Row sums consist of the sums of each row of the implicant table of a function [11, 33] , which is the numbers of positive variables of each minterm. For function f (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) =x 1 x 2x3 x 4 + x 1x2x3 +x 1x2 x 4 =x 1 x 2x3 x 4 +x 1x2x3 x 4 +x 1x2x3x4 +x 1x2 x 3 x 4 , it has the row sums of {0,1,2,2}.
The length of row sums varies from 0 to 2 n for n input functions. This makes it difficult to use in the classification algorithm. However, it can be reduced to a single value by adding the square of each value together, which is called sum of squared row sums (SSRS) [11] . For the above example,
The SSRS of a function is invariant under variable permutation, while it varies under variable negation. Therefore, it is useful to distinguish different phase assignments of input variables [11] and can be integrated into the canonical form.
Hybrid Canonical Form
We integrate different signatures into a truth table to form hybrid signatures, then define hybrid canonical forms based on these signatures.
Definition 9 (Hybrid Signatures
Both hybrid signatures contain a truth table. Therefore, they uniquely and completely specify a function. The signatures of different functions can be compared via the lexicographic order, which is a strict total order. According to Definition 8, NPN canonical forms can be defined based on
Definition 10 (Hybrid Canonical Forms). For a Boolean function f , its hybrid cofactor canonical form is the function in [f ] with the minimum hybrid cofactor signature, denoted as κ c ( f ). Its hybrid SSRS canonical form is the function in [f ] with the minimum hybrid SSRS signature, denoted as κ s ( f ).
In the hybrid canonical form, the cofactor signature and SSRS take precedence over the truth table. They are used to determine the phase and the order of each input variable. The truth table is used to distinguish different functions. The hybrid cofactor canonical form is easier to compute and is suitable for heuristic classification, while the hybrid SSRS canonical form is suitable for exact classification. Unlike Abdollahi's approach [13] , the hybrid canonical forms contain 0th-order and 1st-order cofactor signatures only, but not higher-order signatures. Abdollahi's approach is BDD-based and therefore needs higher-order signatures to distinguish individual functions, while the hybrid canonical forms use truth tables to distinguish functions. We have tried to integrate 2nd-order cofactor signatures into the canonical form, but the complexity of manipulating them negates their benefits.
Variable Symmetry and Canonical Form
As described in Section 3, the input variables of a function can be partitioned into symmetric classes. The variables in a symmetric class have the same properties. During the canonical form computation, a symmetric class is handled as a single variable, resulting in the dramatic reduction of the complexity of the algorithm. This method was adopted in several algorithms [13] [14] [15] , but the correctness is not proven.
Actually, this method is invalid for the spectrum-based canonical form used in References [13] and [14] , because it neglects the higher-order coefficients among the variables in a symmetric class. However, the canonical form can be redefined to make this method feasible. Theorem 2, which follows, shows that the variable grouping method can be applied to all the signature-based canonical forms defined by Definition 8. Proof. Examine the two conditions of the canonical form:
(1) According to Definition 8 and Definition 12,
If the canonical form computation algorithm groups symmetric variables together, the output result of the algorithm is a symmetry aggregate function, which is the symmetry aggregate canonical form defined in Theorem 2. The proposed algorithm introduced in Section 5 deals with the symmetry aggregate hybrid canonical form defined via the hybrid signature vector.
Theorem 2 shows that the canonical form can be redefined according to the canonical form computing algorithm. This provides more freedom for the algorithm design.
COMPUTING THE CANONICAL FORM 6.1 Basic Canonical Form Algorithm
Given a Boolean function, the proposed adjustable algorithm computes the symmetry aggregate hybrid cofactor canonical form or the symmetry aggregate hybrid SSRS canonical form of the function. The result can be an exact canonical form or a semi-canonical form, according to certain threshold. The algorithm is organized into seven steps, as described below.
ALGORITHM 1: Compute the hybrid canonical form
Input: Boolean function f with n input variables, result type (cofactor or SSRS), exact threshold Output: canonical form κ ( f ) or semi-canonical form κ ( f ) 1: Decide the polarity of the output and the phases of input variables. 2: Reorder and group the input variables by the cofactor signature. 3: Detect variable symmetry and group symmetric variables. 4: If the result type is SSRS, find the phase assignments with the minimum SSRS. 5: Estimate the cost of the exhaustive enumeration. 6 : If the cost is larger than the exact threshold, do the simple enumeration, which generates κ ( f ), 7: Else do the exhaustive enumeration, which generates κ ( f ).
In
Step 1, the output polarity is determined according to Rule 1 described in Section 4.2. Negate the function if the output polarity is negative. Then the input phase assignment of each variable is performed according to Rule 2. Negate the variables whose phase are negative. Recalculate the cofactor signature if necessary. If f is balanced, then the output polarity is undecided, and the algorithm should use both positive and negative polarities, and the resulting function with the smaller truth table is returned.
In Step 2, based on Rule 3, the input variables are reordered such that | f x 1 | ≤ |f x 2 | ≤ · · · ≤ |f x n |. Then the variables are grouped into groups G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G k by the satisfy count of the cofactors with respect to each variable. Variables with the same satisfy count are in the same group. If f contains balanced variables, then all of them are grouped in the last group G k . This group is called a balanced group.
In Step 3, the variables within each group are checked for symmetry and are divided into symmetric classes. If the group is balanced, then the symmetric relation can be NE-symmetry, Esymmetry, or multiform symmetry. If E-symmetry is detected, then negate one variable to convert the symmetric relation into NE-symmetry. If the group is not balanced, then only NE-symmetry needs to be checked. Then higher-order symmetries are detected, and the lower-order symmetric classes are merged into higher-order symmetric classes.
After
Step 3, the input variables are grouped into several groups, and each group is divided into several symmetric classes, i.e., If the result type is SSRS, Step 4 enumerates phase assignments of the balanced group, calculates SSRS for each different phase assignment, and records the assignments with the minimum SSRS into a candidate assignment vector V CA . There are 2 n B different phase assignment needs to be enumerated.
In
Step 5, three factors are used to estimate the cost of the exhaustive enumeration: the truth table manipulating cost c t = n (the number of input variables); the permutation cost c p = log 2 (m 1 !(m 2 − m 1 )! . . . (m − m k−1 )!); and if the result type is SSRS, the negation cost c n = log 2 (size(V CA )), else c n = n B .
We use the logarithm of the exhaustive enumeration runtime as the enumeration cost and assume it is a linear combination of c p , c n , and c t . We recorded c p , c n , c t , and the runtime of each function in the experiment and computed the coefficients via linear regression.
Step 6 is a fast greedy enumeration method introduced by Huang et al. [15] . Adjacent symmetric classes in each group are swapped and flipped. A total of eight transformations are considered (ab, ab,āb, ab, ba, bā,ba, ba) if the group is balanced. Otherwise, only two transformations are considered (ab, ba). The transformation leading to the smallest truth table is chosen. This procedure is repeated until there is no improvement. This step generates a semi-canonical form.
Step 7 exhaustively enumerates all the different transformations and save the minimum truth table as the canonical form. In total, 2 c p different permutations and 2 c n different phase assignments need to be enumerated. This step generates an exact canonical form.
Instead of the recursive enumeration used in many previous algorithms [13] [14] [15] , we use iterative enumeration. By using the Johnson-Trotter permutation algorithm [34] and Gray code, each enumeration step only swaps one pair of adjacent symmetric classes or flips one symmetric class. Thus, the transformation cost during enumeration is minimized.
Hierarchical Canonical Form Algorithm
Petkovska et al. [17] introduced a hierarchical method, which reuses the intermediate results to speed up the classification process. This method can be used with the algorithm described in the previous section.
The hierarchical adjustable algorithm has three intermediate levels and maintains a hash map in each level, which maps the intermediate result to the final canonical form. This allows the algorithm to finish as soon as the intermediate result hits the hash map. The first level is after deciding the phases of variables (Step 1). The second level is after grouping symmetric variables (Step 3). The simple enumeration (Step 6) executes unconditionally, and its result is used as the key in the third-level hash map. (14, 4, 4, 4, 10, 7, 7) . Since | f | < 32, the output polarity is positive.
Canonical Example
Then perform the phase assignment. Because | f
2 , the phase of x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 is positive, the phase of x 4 is negative, and x 5 and x 6 are balanced. The cofactor signature vector is recalculated as
In Step 2, the variables are grouped into two groups: x 6 ), where G 2 is balanced.
Step 3, the variable symmetry is detected, and the input variables are divided into three symmetric classes: 4 ], and C 3 = x 5 , x 6 . Note that variable x 4 has been negated in Step 2. Then higher-order symmetry is detected and C 1 and C 2 are merged into a secondorder symmetric class
Step 3, the structure of input variables is
If the result type is SSRS, Step 4 enumerates phase assignments of the balanced group G 2 . Since it contains only one symmetric class C 3 , two different phase assignments are enumerated. As C 3 is a multiform class, only one variable in C 3 is to be negated. The functions corresponding to the phase assignments are
, f 1 is added to the candidate assignment vector V CA .
Then Step 7 enumerates all the different permutations of each candidate function. Because each of the two groups contains only one symmetric class, no permutation needs to be performed. The only candidate function f 1 is returned as the canonical form κ S ( f ).
If the result is the cofactor canonical form, Step 4 is skipped and Step 7 enumerates all the different permutations and all the different phase assignments. As explained above, no permutation is needed, and two different phase assignments are enumerated. The corresponding functions are
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Petkovska's hierarchical NPN classification algorithms [17] are the state-of-the-art algorithms, which include the hierarchical algorithm HierH and the exact algorithm HierE2. Both of them are implemented in ABC [35] (command "testnpn -A 7"). The proposed hierarchical adjustable algorithm is also implemented in ABC (command "testnpn -A 8"). We use different names to represent the proposed algorithm with different output: AdjCH for heuristic hybrid cofactor canonical form, AdjCE for exact hybrid cofactor canonical form, AdjSH for heuristic hybrid SSRS canonical form, and AdjSE for exact hybrid SSRS canonical form.
The benchmarks used in the experiments are from References [15] and [17] . They are Boolean functions divided into several test suites by their disjoint-support decomposition (DSD) properties [36] (full DSD, partial DSD, and non-DSD) and by the number of input variables. All experiments ran on a computer with a 3.1GHz Intel Core i5 CPU and 8GB main memory. Table 1 compares the heuristic classification results of AdjCH with HierH. The two columns for HierH are the number of classes produced and its runtime. For AdjCH, the results for three different enumeration thresholds are presented. In addition to the number of classes produced and the runtime, the exact ratio is shown, which is the ratio of the exhaustively enumerated functions to the total number of functions. A heuristic classification performs better if it generates fewer classes; that is, closer to the exact result. The pure heuristic version of AdjCH (Threshold = 0) has a similar classification result to HierH. It is slightly worse than HierH for full DSD functions and is slightly better than HierH for partial DSD and non-DSD functions. AdjCH is about 1.5x slower than HierH. Setting a proper enumeration threshold can improve the classification quality significantly with small runtime penalty. Raising the enumeration threshold increases the exact ratio further and results in better classification quality, but the runtime grows rapidly. Table 2 shows classification results of AdjSH. It has better classification quality than AdjCH, but it is quite slow. The results indicate that computing SSRS is costly, and the hybrid SSRS canonical form is not suitable for heuristic classification. Table 3 compares the exact classification result of AdjCE, AdjSE, and HierE2. HierE2 is not scalable enough for classifying functions with more than 10 input variables, while AdjCE and AdjSE can classify full DSD functions with 16 inputs and partial DSD functions with 12 inputs with affordable runtime. On average, AdjCE is 31 times faster than HierE2, and AdjCE is 41 times faster than HierE2 when classifying functions with no more than 10 inputs. AdjSE is slower than AdjCE for classifying small functions and is much faster than AdjCE for functions with more than 8 inputs. AdjSE is, on average, two times faster than AdjCE. When considering test suites with 8 or more inputs, AdjSE is 7.6 times faster than AdjCE. Although SSRS is costly to compute, it is worthwhile to reduce the exhaustive enumeration cost in Step 7 of the algorithm.
Heuristic Classification Results
Exact Classification Results
AdjCE is still unable to classify the partial DSD test suite with 16 inputs and the non-DSD test suites with more than 10 inputs. AdjSE is unable to classify the non-DSD test suites with more than 12 inputs. The runtimes of classifying these test suites in Table 3 are estimated using the enumeration cost in Step 5 of the algorithm.
Analyzing the runtime cost of individual functions shows that, for exact classification, a few outlier functions dominate the runtime. Figure 1 shows the results of classifying the partial DSD test suite with 14 inputs. The total run time of AdjCE is 13.1h. Among the 10,000 functions in the test suite, 2,472 of them are processed for exhaustive enumeration, and the other functions are skipped by the hierarchical mechanism. The top 2 difficult functions cost 9.8h, and the next 10 functions cost 2.9h. The total runtime of the other 2,460 functions is only 16m.
One of the most difficult functions is f w = ((x 10 x 1 +x 10 (x 7 x 2 +x 7 x 6 )) + x 8 )(((x 3 + x 4 + x 13 ) ⊕ x 5 ) +x 12 )(x 9 + x 11 ) ⊕ x 14 . It has 11 symmetric classes, and 10 of them are balanced. Therefore, AdjCE needs to enumerate 2 10 10! transformations, which takes 4.9h.
For AdjSE, the total run time for classifying the same test suite is 1,146s. The top 15 difficult functions take 1,007s, and the other 2,457 functions take only 139s. For the above difficult function f w , AdjSE separates the phase enumeration and the permutation enumeration.
Step 4 enumerates 2 10 phase assignments and finds 8 candidate phase assignments. As a result, Step 7 only needs to enumerate 8•10! transformations. AdjSE only takes 22.5s to compute κ S ( f w ). This demonstrates how AdjSE reduces the enumeration cost for difficult functions. Comparing the exact runtime of AdjCE to the heuristic runtime (threshold = 35) of AdjCH also shows the disproportionate runtime of a few functions, as shown in Table 4 . Take the partial DSD test suite with 14 inputs as an example: The heuristic classification generates 94.4% exact canonical form and only cost 0.005% of the full exact runtime. In other words, for exact classification, 5.6% of the functions occupy more than 99.995% of the runtime. The precise result considering hierarchical mechanism is shown in Figure 1 . AdjCH processes 2,261 functions for exhaustive enumeration, which is 91.7% of the functions processed by AdjCE. This is the reason why AdjCH performs effective heuristic classification. Most of the functions are processed exactly, and only a few difficult functions are processed by the fast heuristic method. 
CONCLUSION
This article presents an adjustable NPN classification algorithm, which can be either exact or heuristic. As a heuristic algorithm, the proposed algorithm can be adjusted to trade off the runtime and the classification quality. As an exact classification algorithm, the proposed algorithm is faster than state-of-the-art. The main reason of the speedup is that the algorithm takes full advantage of various variable symmetries, especially the proper manipulation of the multiform symmetric groups ignored by many of the existing classification methods. By integrating more signatures into the canonical form, it can distinguish different functions better, thus reducing the enumeration cost for exact classification and gaining a significant speedup. However, in the heuristic classification, the extra computation cost reduces its benefit.
The SSRS signature is not powerful enough to deal with exact classification of non-DSD functions with more than ten inputs. In future work, we will analyze the difficult functions and find efficient signatures to handle them.
